
6 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION530

Case-control analysis. We perform a case-control regression analysis to quantify the impact of531

implementing an NPI measure on the effective reproduction number, Rt. The central idea is to532

compare all countries that have implemented a certain measure with all countries that have not533

implemented this measure at the same stage of the epidemic while adjusting for several country-534

specific covariates through regression analysis. These covariates include timing (time-span between535

the day on which more than 30 cases were confirmed and the day the measure was implemented),536

baseline Rt (reproduction number before the measure was implemented), size and population537

density, as well as covariates for how many other measures have already been implemented. It is538

assumed that implementing a NPI on day t will have measurable impacts on Rt at day t+ ⌧ . We539

also study how various country-specific indicators for economic and human development as well as540

governance impact on these results.541

Exposure variable. We consider each NPI implemented in more than five countries. We542

include measures published by 20 on two different resolution levels (L2 and L3) separately. Let TM543

be the day on which a country implemented measure M . The covariates and outcome variables544

are measured relative to this point in time. As an exposure variable, we use a dummy variable, X ,545

encoding whether a country has implemented the measure during the observation window or not.546
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Figure S1: Normalised scores of the NPI categories, averaged over the four different approaches.
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Covariates. We include the following covariates in all analyses. First, a country’s epidemic547

age when measure M was implemented, A(M), defined as the number of days between the548

implementation of the measure, TM , and the first day with more than 30 confirmed cases, denoted549

by T0, giving A(M) = TM � T0. Second, the baseline effective reproduction number, RBL
t , is550

taken at day TM + ⌧ . Third and fourth, we include for each country the logarithms of its total551

population P and population density D 37. Furthermore, we include two covariates that capture how552

many measures a country already has in place at time TM , namely (i) the number NAll(TM) of all553

implemented L2 measures and (ii) the number NL2(TM) of all measures (L2 or L3) from the same554

categories as M that have been implemented before TM .555

Outcome variable. As a dependent variable in the regression, we consider the change in556

effective reproduction number after implementation of the measure, �Rt(⌧) = RM
t (⌧) � RBL

t ,557

where RM
t is the value of Rt taken on day TM + ⌧ . We report the average of �Rt(⌧) taken over558

time lags 0 < ⌧  28.559

Matching. As cases we include all countries implementing a given measure at a time560

A(M c) > ⌧ . As controls we consider all other countries that either never implemented this measure,561

or that implemented it only within the last 7 + ⌧ days of the observation window (meaning that the562

measure’s potential impact on R(t) cannot be observed in the data). For these control countries, we563

include observations of all covariates and outcome variables for all epidemic ages where one of the564

case countries implemented the measure.565
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Additional country variables. We consider variables that capture economic and human566

development, as well as different dimensions of governance. Economic development is measured by567

the country’s per capita GDP adjusted for power purchasing parity (PPP) 38. Human development is568

quantified by the human development index (HDI), an indicator provided by the United Nations569

Development Programme taking life expectancy, education, and per capita income into account 39.570

Finally, we consider six different dimensions of governance as quantified by the World Governance571

Indicators (WGI) 40. These indicators include Voice & Accountability (free media, the extent to572

which citizens participate in the government), Political Stability (including the absence of violence),573

Government Effectiveness (quality of public services), Regulatory Quality (the ability of government574

to implement sound policies), Rule of Law (the extent to which citizens abide by the rules of society)575

and Control of Corruption.576

Statistical analysis and multiple testing. A linear regression model of the form,577

�Rt ⇠ RBL
t + A(M) + P +D +NAll(TM) +NL2(TM) +X , (S1)

is evaluated for all NPIs meeting the inclusion criteria. We evaluate the above model for all measures578

and permissible delays ⌧ . We adjust for multiple testing by controlling the false discovery rate at579

level 0.0001 via the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. We investigate the impact of the additional580

country variables by evaluating models as in Eq. (S1) with an additional term for the considered581

indicator.582
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Lasso regression. We assume that without any implemented NPI, the R(t) is constant, and de-583

viations are caused by a time-delayed onset of the effects of each NPI on L2. This hypothesis is584

an oversimplification of the reality, but it allows to estimate this time-delay itself and to quantify585

magnitudes of impacts for each NPI. A similar approach has been reported, for instance, in 9,586

although the authors use a smaller list of NPIs.587

Formally, this model for a single territory c is captured in the expression588

Rmodel
c (�, s) =

�
�avg + �c

�
1+

X

NPIs M

�M⇥A(M,c)+⌧ . (S2)

Here, bold symbols indicate vectors containing discrete time-series, starting at 30 confirmed589

cases for each country. The vector ⇥t models a discrete version of the Heaviside function with590

⇥t =
�
0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1

�
, with the step from 0 to 1 at position t. In Eq. (S2), A(M, c) indicates591

the day when a NPI M is implemented in territory c, and ⌧ is the offset in days to account for592

the time-delay until the NPIs affect the case numbers. The first term in Eq. (S2) is a constant593

composed of the average effects �avg and potential territory-specific effects �c. For inference, we594

concatenate all 76 territories into one large vector. Thus, in total we need to estimate 130 coefficients595

� =
�
�avg, �c1 , . . . , �c76 , �M1

. . . , �M53

�
(1 constant, 76 territories and 53 NPIs) in this model.596

Regression is carried out by minimizing the target function597

min
�

n����Rmodel(�, ⌧)�Rdata
����2
2
+ ↵

�����
����
1

o
, (S3)

to obtain values for �. The first term is the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) of the model with598

respect to actual observation data. The second term penalizes too large values of the coefficients599
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�, with ↵ a penalty parameter that indicates the weight of this penalization in the optimization600

procedure. Here,
����·
����
2

and
����·
����
1

denote the 2-norm (euclidean distance) and 1-norm (sum of absolute601

values), respectively. Using such a 1-norm for the penalizing term is known as lasso regression602

41, which acts as feature selection by estimating multiple coefficient values � as zero. Formally,603

this additional penalty term can be shown to be equivalent to assuming a Laplace-distribution prior604

on all values in � . Thus, the tuning parameter ↵ effectively balances the trade-off between two605

objectives: the goodness of fit to the data (RSS) with the complexity of the model (second term)606

41, 42.607

Cross-validation and meta-parameter search. This model includes two meta-parameters (⌧,↵),608

which are estimated by cross-validation to obtain a minimal RSS: At first, countries are randomly609

assigned to one of 10 groups. Then, each of these country groups is dropped from the vectors R,610

and coefficients � are estimated via the minimization in Eq. (S3). These coefficients � from the611

training group are used to compute an R2
Test value of the model on the dropped countries to test how612

good the model can predict previously unseen observations. As the different country groups can613

contain a different number of observations, we compute the overall R2
Test for a given set of (⌧,↵) as614

R2
Test(⌧,↵) = 1�

X

groups g

RSSg(⌧,↵)/
X

groups g

Var(Rg) , (S4)

which weighs the individual coefficients of determination R2 for each test with the variance in the615

reproduction number Rg within the test group. This whole procedure is carried out on a grid of616

possible (⌧,↵) values, to find a set of meta-parameters, where the model Eq. (S2) can best describe617

the data. Fig. S2 depicts the resulting values of R2
Test for a sufficient large range of meta-parameters.618
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Figure S2: Cross-validation results for LASSO regression. (A,B) R2 values for the test and training

data, averaged over 30 repetitions of assigning countries into 10 groups. With smaller penalty

parameters ↵, R2
Training increases as the algorithm uses more NPIs to explain the training data.

This overfitting, however, reduces the ability to fit the previously unseen test data. In contrast, for

large penalty parameters ↵, not enough NPIs are used to explain the data, and the method cannot

explain either training or test data. An optimal penalty parameter exists at (⌧,↵) = (13, 10�2). (C)

Effects of all NPIs and territories vary when changing the penalty parameter. However, most of the

effects of the significant NPIs (see Fig. S3) stay roughly constant, only the number of significant

NPIs increases. Moreover, effects of individual territories become relevant at the optimal penalty

parameter ↵ = 10�2, such that our final list does not retain country effects as significant.

As the overall curve for R2
Test is relatively flat, we repeat the cross-validation 30 times with different619

assignments to the 10 country groups, which reduces the overall noise. The final R2
Test is then620

computed using the same weighting procedure in Eq. (S4) for the set of all 30 repetitions and each621

of the 10 territory groups within a repetition. We find that a time-offset of ⌧ = 13 days and a penalty622

parameter ↵ = 10�2 are the best parameters to describe the observations with this model.623
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Figure S3: Changes in reproduction factor �R for the relevant NPI categories (L2) estimated via

LASSO.

Final coefficient estimation. We estimate the ranges of each NPI effectiveness in Fig. S3, using a624

territory-wise cross-validation, i.e., by reducing the sizes of test groups to one. For each estimation625

leaving out one territory, we compute the coefficients �m for each NPI M and �c for all territories c.626

We identify these coefficients �M and �c as the change �Rt. Shown intervals contain 95% of all627

observed values, with the center indicating the median. From the overall 130 coefficients �, the628

feature selection aspect of lasso regression finds 13 relevant coefficients while other coefficients629

are estimated as zero. Note that this does not indicate that these NPIs are useless to reduce the630

spread of the virus, but rather that the algorithm can explain all observations with a smaller number631

of coefficients. The number of selected coefficients is highly sensitive to the value of the penalty632

parameter, however, the more impactful NPIs are consistently present with similar coefficients (see633

Fig S2C).634
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Random forest regression. We use random forest regression 43 as a third method to assess the635

impact of the implemented measures on the spreading of COVID-19, measured in terms of the636

effective reproduction number Rt.637

We represent for each country and each day of the observation period the NPIs which have638

been implemented in that country until that day in the form of a binary vector. The analysis is639

performed on the NPI categories (L2). The binary data on implemented NPIs in a given country on640

day t is regressed on the value of Rt in that country ⌧ days later, Rt+⌧ . The time shift ⌧ accounts641

for the time delay between infection and case confirmation. We vary ⌧ between ⌧ = 0 and ⌧ = 20.642

Each random forest consists of 500 decision trees with maximum depth d. At each split of a643

node in one of the trees in the random forest, m randomly selected NPI categories out of the total644

number of 53 categories are considered. We employ bootstrapping, meaning that each decision tree645

is fitted on a different random subset containing 75% of the rows of the predictor matrix.646

To implement the random forest regression, we use the RandomForestRegressor class from647

the python library scikit-learn 44.648

Cross validation. For each 0  ⌧  20, we use 10-fold country-wise cross validation to649

determine the optimal values of the maximum tree depth d and percentage of considered features m.650

We vary the parameters d and m in the range 1  d  15 and 1  m  100. For each combination651

of d and m, we randomly split the set of all 76 territories into a training set and a test set. The652
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random forest is trained on the training set data; subsequently, we measure the performance of this653

random forest in predicting the time series of Rt+⌧ for the countries in the test set. As a performance654

metric, we use the difference between the predicted time series of Rt+⌧ and the observed one in655

terms of the coefficient of determination r2. We repeat the same procedure 10 times with different656

random splits of the territories into training and test set. Then we take the mean of the coefficient of657

determination over the 10 splits to obtain the average out-of-sample performance of the random658

forest for this combination of d and m. The heatmap in Figure S4 shows the dependence of the659

performance of the random forest on unseen data depending on the parameters d and m for fixed660

time shift ⌧ = 10.661

Feature importance. To quantify the importance of a NPI, we measure the loss of predictive662

performance of the random forest if the information carried by the given NPI is replaced by noise.663

This measure of feature importance is also known as permutation importance. If the loss in664

performance is high for a given NPI, then we conclude that this NPI is important for the prediction665

of Rt+⌧ .666

Precisely, for each time shift 0  ⌧  20 and each NPI M , we measure the reduction in667

performance of the random forest in predicting Rt+⌧ for unseen data when the values in the column668

corresponding to M are randomly shuffled. The maximum tree depth d and the percentage m of669

features considered are set to their optimal values as determined in the cross-validation step. To670

obtain sharp estimates for the permutation importance of the different NPIs we use repeated 10-fold671

country-wise cross validation with 100 repetitions. Different NPIs attain their maximum value for672
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Figure S4: Heatmap of the predictive performance of the random forest depending on the maximum

tree depth d and the percentage of features m considered at each split. Here we chose the time shift

⌧ = 10. The predictive performance is measured in terms of the coefficient of determination (r2) on

unseen data, averaged over 10 random splits of the data into training and test sets.
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different values of ⌧ .673

Recurrent Neural Networks Modeling. The temporal and dynamic nature of epidemic propaga-674

tion finds a suitable tool to model such a temporal evolution in recurrent neural networks (RNN)675

built using Long Short Term Memory cells 34. This kind of neural network can recall past events676

presented at the input by leveraging its innate ability to retain the previous information dynamically.677

This ability is ensured by the recurrent synaptic links connecting each hidden layer’s neurons by678

showing the former time state at their input. At a generic time t, to approximate the value of the679

effective reproduction number at time t+1, Rt+1, we use a RNN whose input is the daily representa-680

tion of the adopted measures in a given country in binary form, similar to the encoding performed in681

Random Forest, along with the value of Rt measured in the same day. The best performing network682

has been identified as having two hidden layers of 100 neurons, one output described by a linear683

output layer, and 54 inputs (measures � Rt, where � is the concatenation operator). NPIs are684

represented through a theta function over time, whose step position corresponds to the day when the685

specific measure has been adopted in the selected country. For the neural network training, 10 out686

of 76 territories were chosen as the validation set, and the best neural network was found when the687

mean square error between the values of the validation set and the corresponding network outputs688

reached the minimum amount. Different RNN training can lead to slightly different predictions.689

Although the main trends of forecast maintain a substantial similarity across the various training,690

the corresponding time evolution may change when some containment measures are perturbed. This691

issue is possibly due to a large number of local minima affecting the neural network’s energetic692

panorama. To address this problem and to provide an adequate assessment of the importance of the693
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measures, we built an ensemble of trained RNNs with a comparable level of training precision.694

RNN ranking assessment. This approach has been chosen to be consistent with the other695

methods implemented in this paper, in which the impact of the NPIs is related to the compar-696

ison between countries having or not having implemented a measure. Therefore the compar-697

ison is performed between the normal prediction of the RNN after the application of a given698

NPI and the corresponding prediction when the same measure is removed. The difference be-699

tween the predictions quantifies the impact of that NPI on the overall behaviour of Rt of the700

selected country. The final relative importance of the containment measure measi is then given by701

meanNN

⇥P
t(R

NN(t)�RNN
measi(t))/T

⇤
, where meanNN(·) is the mean operator over the RNN702

ensemble, RNN(t) is the reproduction number predicted by the NN th network, RNN
measi(t) is the703

corresponding temporal prediction when the measure measi is removed, and T is the period over704

which the assessment is performed.705

RNN model at country level. Implementing a recurrent neural network as a general model706

for describing the dependence on the measures of Rt allows, at the same time, to evaluate the impact707

of the measures on a single country. Each country is identified by a specific temporal sequence708

of applied measures and a unique Rt evolution over time. Then, we can interrogate the RNN to709

assess the importance of every single measure for that particular context by removing the measure710

under investigation from the specific sequence as in the general knockout case and building an711

associated ranking of NPIs for each country. For example, Fig. S5 shows the impact on Rt of the712
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NPI "Increase availability of PPE" in Italy when such a measure is removed from the temporal713

sequence of adopted NPIs. This approach allows us to assess the country-specific NPI ranking.714

By comparing these ranking across all countries, we measure the specificity of the impact of its715

measures.716

Figure S5: Example of the country-specific impact of a measure. The plot shows the Rt increase

when the NPI "Increase availability of PPE" is removed from the temporal measures sequence in

Italy. Shaded areas are the 95% confidence interval of the RNN prediction averaged on the networks

ensemble.

Assessing the relevance of early adoptions of NPIs. In the main text, we showed the717

dependence of the National and State Lockdown rank on the epidemic age (Fig. 5) by evaluating718
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the relationship between epidemic age and rank position at the country level. More generally, we719

can assess the importance of taking a measure at an early stage rather than later by using the same720

approach. For each NPI, we perform the linear regression between epidemic age and the normalised721

ranking evaluated using all countries adopting that measure. The slope of the regression line gives722

the rate of ranking position worsening (positive slope) or ranking improvement (negative slope). In723

Fig. S6 we show the importance of adopting measures at an early stage based on this regression line724

slope for all NPIs categories; colour indicates the L1 theme of each category. Such a ranking does725

not concern the overall importance of the measures: it highlights which measures are preferable to726

be taken in the early stages before they either lose significance or being masked by the effectiveness727

of the subsequently adopted measures — in case of positive slopes — compared to other measures728

which have more evident benefits over extended periods in case of negative slopes.729

Results from the Case-control analysis on the NPI subcategories (L3). In Fig. S7 we show730

�Rt as a function of time delay ⌧ for the CC analysis. Here, we include the seven most significant731

measures as described in the subcategories (L3), as well as NPIs related to wearing face masks.732

Results from the Case-control Analysis on country covariate effects. The impact of different733

country variables, including demographic and governance indicators, as well as measures for734

human and economic development, are shown in Figure S8. This heatmap presents the average735

standardized coefficient values from all regression models for a given NPI category (L2) that736

yield a significant impact on R(t) for various delays (the average is taken over the delays). The737

standardized coefficient values are the coefficient values (estimated change in Rt) divided by its738
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standard error (SE); the t-Statistic. The significant NPIs show effect sizes in reducing Rt of about 5739

standard errors. NPIs appear to be less effective in countries with a high population density and740

low GDP. Human development, as quantified by the Human Development Indicator, appears to741

be negatively associated with NPI effectiveness, as are several governance indicators including742

Political Stability and Voice & Accountability. It is unlikely that these results are confounded by743

poor reporting in less developed countries, as such biases would affect Rt values from before and744

after measure implementation similarly and hence cancel each other out. Although there is no clear745

pattern concerning the influence of the total number of NPIs already implemented, there seems to be746

a trend regarding the number of NPIs of the same category. As a general tendency, having already747

implemented measures from a given category makes additional NPIs from the same category more748

effective, hinting at a relationship where one measure (e.g., closure of restaurants) amplifies the749

effectiveness of other related measures (e.g., home office).750

Results from the Random forest regression. Figure S11 gives the ranking of the different NPIs751

in descending order according to their feature importance.752

Results from the Recurrent Neural Networks Analysis. We trained 100 different RNNs to build753

a representative ensemble of networks to address the issue given by the presence of multiple local754

minima. All the networks reached similar values of test loss with a relative deviation of less755

than 5%. The evaluation of the NPIs impact is performed by averaging, over all the RNNs, the756

difference between the RNN prediction and the prediction of the same RNN when a given measure757

is removed. The area under such a difference normalized by the temporal amplitude represents the758
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mean variation of �R(t).759

7 Robustness check760

We check the robustness of the results obtained against removal of the Americas (North and South761

America), Asia and Oceania, and Europe and Africa — see Figures S14–S16. Note that the single762

African country in the data set is Mauritius, and the single Oceanian country is New Zeland. Table763

S1 shows the number of consensus measures (i.e. NPIs with a significant effect in all methods), as764

well as the expected number of consensus measures one would expect under the assumption that the765

significant measures would be distributed independently for the different methods.766
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8 Additional tables767

L2 category L3 subcategories

Closure of educational

institutions

Complete closure of kindergartens; Complete closure of primary and secondary schools;

Complete closure of universities; Reduction of excursions, out-of-house events; Com-

plete closure of all educational institutions; Cancellation of exams; Partial closure of

primary and secondary schools; Partial closure of universities; Complete closure of

private schools; Complete closure of secondary schools; Extracurriculars cancelled;

Partial closure of educational institutions; Partial closure of primary schools and pre

schools; Schools closed; Rules for exams; Partial closure of kindergartens; school class

suspended due to one positive pupil

Small gathering cancel-

lation

Closure of restaurants/bars/cafes; Complete prohibition of gathering; Closure of non-

essential shops; Limit up to 5 persons; Implement part-time work; Partial closure of

public spaces; Mandatory home office; Closure of rehabilitation institutions; Limit up to

10 persons; Closure of non-essential working places; Limit up to 30 persons; Limit up

to 2 persons; Increase delivery capacity for food products; Limit up to 2 persons; Limit

up to 6 persons; Limit up to 20 persons; Remote Psychotherapy Consultation; Closure

of short-term accomodation; All non-essential gatherings; Family celebrations; Closure

of non-essential public places; Limit up to 3 persons; Limit up to 50 persons; Limit up

to 25 persons; Closure of bars/cafes; Non-critical court operations suspended; Reduce

close physical contact in workplaces; Closure of restaurants/bars/cafes/discoteques;

Cultural places and events; Increase delivery capacity for necessity goods; Cancellation

of burial at sea or cremation; Indoor activities
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L2 category L3 subcategories

Increase availability of

PPE

PPE for healthcare professionals; Face masks; PPE; Face masks, gloves, protective

suits; Face masks and glasses; Face masks,hand sanitizer and other PPE; Prohibition of

export of protective personal equipment; Ban export of PPE for healthcae professionals;

Masks, protective suits; Masks, protective suits, gloves; Increased number of PPE

(masks); Face masks, protective clothing; Gloves, face masks; Face masks and hand

sanitizer; Face masks, gloves, protective clothing, goggles, shoe cover; Protective gears,

face masks, googgles; For healthcare professionals; PPE (not specified); Masks, gloves;

PPE for healthcare professionals in airports; Protective shields; PPE for care facilities

for elderly; Increase domestic production of PPE; Full-body PPE; Population can order

online face masks through a rationing system; Rationing PPE for population; Face

masks, face shields, surgical gowns, coveralls, gloves; N95 masks, surgical masks,

face shields, surgical gowns, coveralls, gloves; Hand sanitizers; N-95 Masks, surgical

masks, glovesn gowns, face shields
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L2 category L3 subcategories

Border restriction Land borders closed; Entry ban for people from high-risk areas other than China;

Land border controls; Entry ban to non-citizens; Land borders closed; Conditional

entry of persons from neighboring countries - Extended; Conditional entry of citizens -

Extended; Conditional entry of persons from neighboring countries; Entry ban to non

EU citizens; Temporary reduction of service; Entry ban for people from China; Entry

ban to refugees; Entry ban for symptomatic people and case contacts; Travel ban to

high-risk areas; Restricted entry for people from China; Restricted entry for people

from high-risk areas; Close land border to prevent virus spread; Entry ban to infected

persons; Entry ban to people with a travel history to China; Ban on passenger transport

from China; Force departure of Chinese nationals; Restriction of freight transport;

Total entry ban; Entry ban to people with a travel history to high-risk areas; Borders

closed for people with travel history to China; Borders closed for people from high-risk

areas other than China
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L2 category L3 subcategories

Actively communicate

with stakeholders

Answer to questions; Recommendations for schools; Recommendations for universities;

Promote social distancing measures; Risk assessment before an event; Recommen-

dations for work safety protocols; Guidelines; Daily press conference; Encourage

disinfection of the environment; Campaign for domestic medical equipement; En-

courage to reduce burden on public transport; Prioritization of PPE; Postpone mass

gathering; Risk assessment for mass gatherings advised by Robert Koch Institute; Pro-

mote hygiene measures and social distancing; Flexibilization of working hours/school

hours; Encourage event cancellation; Leaflets; Fact sheet; Strengthen border control;

Advice for certain workers; Military personal; Organize notification; Promote the 2m

distance; Encourage self-initiated quarantine; Provides recommendation for business

continuity; Encourage use of masks; Encourage hand hygiene; Direct government

communication; Guidelines for grocery and retail stores

Increase healthcare

workforce

Monetary bonuses for healthcare professionals; Mobilization of domestic resources

for health; Recommend medical staffs come back to their position; Train medical staff

specially for covid-19; Exception to work law allowed; In the refugee camps; Ease

transport of health workers; Travel ban for healthcare professionals; Educate healthcare

professionals; Special measure for healthcare workers; Increase number of pharmacy

technicians; Pharmacists; Hospital requirements alleviated
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L2 category L3 subcategories

Reduce the burden on

health system

Health hotline; Promote self-initiated isolation of people with mild respiratory symp-

toms; Digital assistant; No more patient accepted in rehabilitation centers; Simplifica-

tion of the health journey; Ease prescription of regular medical products for patients;

Prioritize care; Staff qualifications extended to avoid unnecessary emergency staff

visits

Table S2: Subcategories (L3) belonging to the seven consensus categories

(L2) identified as significant in all four methods.
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Figure S6: NPI ranking based on the importance to be adopted at an early stage of the epidemic.

X-axis describes the slope of the regression line between the epidemic age and the normalised

ranking position for every country taking a measure (as in Fig. 5 for the specific case of national

and state lockdown). The colour code represents the L1 theme for each category.
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Figure S7: Reduction of �Rt as a function of time delay ⌧ obtained from the CC analysis on the

hierarchical L3. The seven most significant L3 measures and NPIs involving face masks are shown.

Continents Number of consensus measures Expectation value

Europe and Africa 5 0.85

Asia and Oceania 3 1.25

Americas 6 1.11

Table S1: Number of consensus NPIs after removal of the indicated continents, compared

to the expected number of consensus NPIs if the significance of the NPIs in the different

methods was statistically independent.
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Figure S8: Impacts on R(t) of country variables on measure effectiveness. The heatmap gives

the average effect size (t-statistic) for a given NPI category (L2) (rows) and a country variable

(columns). Blue (red) color indicates that the variable is positively (negatively) correlated with

measure effectiveness.
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Figure S9: Effectiveness, �Rt of the different NPIs in the CC analysis. The horizontal bars mark

the 95% confidence intervals.

Figure S10: Effectiveness, �Rt of the different NPIs in the LASSO analysis. The horizontal bars

mark the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure S11: Feature importance of the different NPIs in the random forest model. The horizontal

bars mark the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure S12: Effectiveness, �Rt of the different NPIs in the RNN analysis. The bars marking the

95% confidence intervals are too small to be visible.
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Figure S13: Observed values for Rt (solid lines), together with the range of values for Rt as

predicted from the different methods (shaded regions).
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Figure S14: Analogue to Figure 2 of the main text if the analysis is done on all countries except

those in Europe.
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Figure S15: Analogue to Figure 2 of the main text if the analysis is done on all countries except

those in Asia.
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Figure S16: Analogue to Figure 2 of the main text if the analysis is done on all countries except

those in North, Central or South America.
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